
COMPENDIA OF PREVIOUS PLANNING AND HISTORY NOTES

EXCERPT FROM THE PROGRAMMING NOTES (as updated after the purchase of the Haven)

Focus for the Update:  Build upon past work; propose necessary changes in functionality.  (Facility should
be the tool to serve us, not the other way around.)  Keep in mind the goal of fostering discipleship and the
need for spaces for clustering into small groups.  Furthermore, it is the elders’ desire to protect the hearts
of the people over the desire to be wholly pragmatic in the design.  Also, the 3-12-06 meeting brought
clarity to the existence of a Chapel character, which currently utilizes pews and tends toward “traditional”
worship services.  Flexibility must be pursued.  This means that the only permanently dedicated space will
be for the nursery.   To be good stewards we want to consider what can happen all through the week and
all through the year in times to come. We have come to realize that we cannot achieve our goals of
effective utilization of existing facilities and flexibility without being willing to set aside the existing pews in
the current auditorium.  We also agree that expanded usage of the existing auditorium could in some
ways impact the determination of needs within other spaces.  Therefore, we move forward in a step-wise
fashion, always praying and trusting God to guide us and redirect us if necessary.  We accept that the
Master Plan will be organic in nature, but comprehensive in coverage.

Future: We desire to provide long term planning for this facility to serve the next generation and beyond,
while enabling the building to proceed with discreet components as fundraising suggests.

Concerns: Preserve as much as possible of the back lawn, and the view from front to back, as well as
easy access to it from the fellowship hall and youth meeting areas.

Emerging needs: 1) accommodate multi-media into Christian Ed for all age groups, 2) consider offering a
wedding ministry to train all people interested in marriage, then allow utilization of the Chapel
grounds for others outside the immediate Chapel family.  3) Provide a space large enough for high-
activity functions, i.e. expand the multi-function space.  This results in the final development
containing four major uses, and likely four major physical structures:  Auditorium (with traditional
feel and capabilities for varied performing arts, yet preserving the sacred space aspect), Fellowship
Hall, Multi-function and high activity space (with some classrooms available), and the Christian
Education Classroom center.  We must be able to accommodate a variety of activities taking place
simultaneously.

EXCERPTS FROM THE OCTOBER 2008 50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION KEN ROSENTRATOR
NARRATIVE,  WALKING TOUR NOTES, FAITH BUILDING MEETING NOTES, 2002

COMMUNIQE, 24-HR PRAYER EVENT IN 2003, FAITHBUILDERS 2008 POWER POINT PRESENTATION

1958 “Our aim was to build a self-supporting mission church.” Said Pastor Rex Lindquist, “and that’s
exactly what we did.”

1958 Multi-purpose facility: The log residence, called “the Fellowship House,” was used for Bible
Classes and social gatherings as well as the parsonage.  Dinner was served every Sunday for
military personnel in the Fellowship House



1972 Multi-purpose facility: The Fellowship Hall was added in 1972 and was used for church services
until the main sanctuary was built. There was once a stage at the far end of the hall and a library
on the left. The intention was to build another floor on top, but ultimately, building code issues
rendered that unlikely.  Now with God’s direction for development of the overall campus, that is no
longer a consideration.

1974 The current auditorium project began.  It was built by volunteer labor, led by Randy Smith.  Roy
McClurg, Bob Parker, Clyde Faulk, Al Tegtmeier, Steve Pavish, Steve and Doug Arduser, Mike
and Sid Barnes, Juergen Wuerth and others worked on the building.

1977 The auditorium is completed in 1977 debt free.  Clyde and Raye Faulk were married.  Many key
families left the Chapel at this time due to conflicts with the leadership style and cultural
differences.  Roger and Venice Mae Anderson were instrumental in providing interim stability until
Wendell and Pat Terwilliger were established in the Chapel.

1996 Multi-purpose facility:  the Turnagain Cottage was purchased in 1996 by the Chapel. It was built
about 1960 and has been remodeled several times over the years.  It has become a major source
of blessing for transient missionaries and special guests.

1996 Church growth necessitates 2 services.

2002? Foundation Builders Begin Prayer group.  December 2002 Communiqe concludes Tim’s thoughts
about the building project:

”God can do great things among us with or without a new building, but looking at the context
of our time, we believe God would have us pursue the process of trusting Him to create a
place the unsaved would find welcoming and accessible.”

2003 Purposeful regular prayer for Faithbuilders began and a 24-hr of prayer in Sept. highlighted the
need to allow the planning process to take place in God’s time and on His terms, while his children
continue to pray, serve others, and take care and utilize more fully the existing resources

2006. Multi-purpose facility: The Haven (names are significant in Biblical times and this one was also
carefully chosen) was purchased from Harold Hollibaugh in 2006 after an extended period of
prayer.  This was an unplanned purchase by Chapel people, but one for rejoicing in the
opportunities it afforded for replacement of housing if the Turnagain Cottage was removed for
replacement of the Christian Education Building and the Fellowship Hall.

2007 Discussions take place on usage of the Haven and auditorium modifications.    The Oct. 6, 2007
FB meeting was focused on reviewing the Programming Notes due to the pressing need for multi-
use space, which concluded that connectivity of our ministry buildings is the best choice due to
safety, climate, as well as the aesthetic concern.  An addendum to the Programming Notes
resulted, which was given to John Crittenden.

2008 We have struggled for a long time with adequate communication within our family.  In 2008, the FB
Team produced three videos to explain this campus development, which were shown in the
summer and again at the 50th anniversary celebration, which was accomplished at a time when
Tyler Gates was able to take the lead as a professional videographer, and Venice was still alive to
be recorded, along with the Lowneys and the Faulks.

2009 Questions and concerns over modifying the auditorium in any way prior to the kitchen being built or
with project phasing makes some wonder if God is telling us that we haven’t dedicated enough
effort into building up the people, as we have in building up the property.


